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Anxiety is Common in Dogs
Did You Know?
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Our Products Are:

57% of dogs suffered from some form of anxiety 
or stress.1

40% of those dogs have 2 or more anxiety or fear issues.1

40% of the dog parents reported canceling plans for 
trips due to concerns about the stress on their dogs.1

Common Signs of Dog Anxiety

Shaking

Panting

Hiding

Clinging

Indoor Elimination

Drooling

Digging

Vocalization

Scratching

Destructive Chewing

Easy to UseDrug-Free

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed2

Visit
ThunderShirt.com

Receive free ThunderWorks® products and
rebate by taking part in our Pet Rewards Program 

at CevaPetRewards.com!

1-800-999-0297

product-support-us-group@ceva.com

Questions?
Reach out to Ceva today!



ThunderWunders® Dog Calming Chews help 
promote rest and relaxation for your dog, so 
you can spend less time struggling and more 
time snuggling. 

Packed full of thiamine, L-Tryptophan, melatonin, 
and other calming ingredients, our chews may 
help your dog relax in situations that may cause 
them anxiety.

ThunderWunders® can be used in stressful 
situations like fireworks, traveling, and grooming.3

ThunderEase® mimics the calming pheromone 
that a mother dog emits while nursing her 
puppies, which helps your dog to feel calmer and 
more comfortable in all situations.

ThunderEase® uses the ADAPTIL® formula, which is 
the #1 Vet Recommended Pheromone Solution to 
help dogs adjust to challenging situations and curb 
unwanted stress-related behaviors.

If your dog struggles with being home alone, 
ThunderEase® Calming Diffuser is especially 
great to help keep them calm while you're away. 
Simply plug in the diffuser for 24/7 relaxing 
pheromones.

Use ThunderEase® Calming Spray in your car or 
travel crate to help reduce stress behaviors while 
traveling with your dog. Signs of stress during 
travel could be panting, whining, barking, pacing 
and drooling.3

ThunderEase® customers saw improvement in 
anxiety issues in over 80% of their dogs.4

ThunderShirt® is the original vet recommended 
calming solution that helps keep dogs calm in a 
drug-free way.3 

Like swaddling an infant, our vest's patented5 
design applies gentle, constant pressure to calm 
all types of anxiety, fear, and over-excitement 
behaviors in dogs.

Giving a gentle squeeze with light pressure, 
ThunderShirt® is great for keeping your dog calm 
in all sorts of stressful situations.

Try ThunderShirt® for 
thunder, fireworks, separation 
anxiety, travel, and vet visits.3

ThunderShirt® customers 
saw improvement in 
anxiety issues in over
85% of their dogs.4

As a board-certified veterinary behaviorist, I see the importance of approaching 
any behavior concern with a multimodal plan. As part of the plan, I recommend 
ThunderEase pheromones to every canine client that I see. Some of my anxious 
pets respond remarkably well to the calming pheromones and the caretakers can 
even tell if they forget to refill on time. Having a product with no significant 
side effects that has had such an obvious effect is extremely helpful in 
clinical practice.”

Amy Learn, VMD, DACVB, IAABC-CABC
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#1 Vet Recommended Pheromone 
Solution to Help Calm Your Dog

Calm Comes in a 
Bite-Sized Bit

Already Used by
Millions of Dogs

Made in the USA with 
globally sourced 
ingredients

NASC Certified

Available in 3 formats:

Diffuser for continuous 
calm at home

Spray for on-the-go

Collar for continuous calm 
wherever your dog goes


